The ABC’s of Work Ethic

Campbell Ridge is excited to honor students who demonstrate a strong work ethic. The school administration and classroom teachers work together to identify students who have met all 5 standards each trimester. All students begin with a clean slate each trimester.

Attendance
Students meeting the Attendance Standard miss very few days of school. Elementary Students demonstrating this standard...

- Attend more than 96% of the trimester (on average no more than 2 excused absences per trimester– Doctors notes do not count against students)
- 0 unexcused absences/tardies
  (Extended excused absence will be based on case by case situation)

Academics
Students meeting the Academic Performance standard get good grades and learn the things they are supposed to learn in school. Elementary Students demonstrating this standard...

- Meet or exceed academic expectations for grade level
- Make continuous academic progress – increase MAP scores, improve grades on report card

Behavior
Students meeting the behavior standard consistently follow classroom behavior guidelines, quickly respond to behavior corrections when needed, and take responsibility for their own actions.

Elementary Students demonstrating this standard...
Consistently follow classroom behavior guidelines with little or no prompting
· Quickly respond to behavior corrections when they are needed
· Consistently take responsibility for their own actions
· 0 office/bus referrals

Collaboration
Students meeting the Collaboration standard work well with others, do what they can to help get things done, are polite and respectful of other people and property, and get to class on time and have all of the materials they need for class.

**Elementary Students demonstrating this standard...**

· Are polite and use manners when working with others, i.e. – Please, thank you, excuse me, may I

· Accept different roles and share responsibilities when doing group work

· Respond with respect, even when they do not get their way

· Demonstrate respect for the rules and policies of the school and/or other environments

· Demonstrate respect for the property of others

Community Service
Students meeting the Community Service standard find ways to help others in their community.

**Elementary Students demonstrating this standard...**

· Find ways to help others in the community

· Participate in at least one community service project per trimester at least 3 hours long

· Turn in the Community Service report sheet on time to school counselor (students can obtain community service report sheets from teacher or counselor)